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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the lmowledge-base for the application 
of the new human reliability analysis (HRA) method, "A 
Technique for Human Error Analysis" (ATHEANA). 
Since application of ATHEANA mquires the identification 
of previously d l e d  human f- events, especially 
errors of commission, and associated error-forcing contexts 
(i.e., combinations of plant conditions and performance 
shaping facton, ~ F S ) ) ,  this Imowledge-base is an essential 
aid for the HRA analyst. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper k r i i  the knowledge-base needed to 
apply ATHEANA, a new HRA method which is introduced 
in NuREG/CR-6350.' The knowledg& contains: 

1) discussion of the underlying principles of ATHEANA, 
2) general description of the ATHEANA method, 
3) discussion of relevant and recent developments in 

4) discussion of operational event analyses, and 
5) presentation and discussion of search aids for 

behavioral science, 

identiQing,modeling,andquantifyinghumanf~ 
events (HFEs). 

The knowledge-base is cuffenfly under developme& 
and will be documented in the ATHEANA F-f- 
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Reference Manual. The Erame-of-reference manual is one 
of two tools being developed for applying ATHEANA. 
The other tool is the ATHEANA Implemeatab 'on Guidelines 
which will provide instructions on how to apply 

companion paper$*' in this confsrence descrii the basic 
process5 for applying ATHEANA and a simple 
demonstration of ATHEANA. 

ATHEANA and  US^ the Erame-of-mf- manual. TWO 

II. BACKGROUND OF ATHEANA 

ATHEANA has been developed to address deficiencies 
inuurentHRAapproachesforpost-initiatotoperator 
actions, by: 

* addressing errors of commission and depenaencies 

interactions that have played important roles in accident 
iesponss,as- by operating experhca, and 

engineering, human factors, and PRA disciplines. 

*lqp&p&q * more realistically thehuman-system 

integrating recent advances in psychology with * 

In previous work, a multidisciplinary framework for HRA 
was developed6 to integrate relevant co- from the 
disciplines of behavioral science, engineering, human 
factors, and PRA. Also, in order to base the development 
of ATHEANA on real operational experience and c o b  
its underlying principles, analyses of historid events'"" 



have been performed and a more comprehensive data 
analysis w h  and database have been developed*. 

ATHEANA is based upon a fuodamental shift in the 
traditional perspective of operator performance and how 
HRA is p e r f o r m e d .  curreot HRA methods typically 
assume that operator e m m  occur randomly @ut d y  
influenced by certain performance shaping factors (PSFs)) 
under nominal accident conditions. ATHEANA's premise 
is different, it is assumed that operators behave rationally 
and perform very reliably except under certain 
combinations of plant coditions (typically musual or 
unfamiliar a c c U  codtions) and PSFs which virtually 
guaradee operator failure (i.e., error-forcing contexts). In 
addition, ATHEANA's focus is upon the identification of 
previously died errors of commission (EOCs), such 
as those which have played important roles in serious 
nuclear power plant accidents (e.g., Three Mile Island 2, 
Chermbyl) and incidents (e.g., the 14 events identified in a 
Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operation Data 
(AEOD) report d t l e d  "Operating Events with 
Inappropriate Bypass or Defeat of Engineered Safety 
Features"?. Finally, the record of operational experience 
and observations of simulated e v e d o  show that real events 
often involve cognitive errors on the part of operators. 

The objectives and underlying principles of ATHEANA 
require new HRA activities which have not previously been 
p e r f o d  1) the search for and definition of previously 
d e l e d  HFE6 (e.g., EOCs) and associated unsafe 
actions (i.e., the specific ways operators can fail plant or 
system functions), 2) search for error-forcing contexts 
(EFCs), and 3) estimation of the frequencies or probabilities 
of EFC elements. In the ATHEANA method, the 
identificationof anEFC for a candidate HFE servw to both 
justify its inclusion m a PRA and direct the guantification 
effort. 

The i d o d o n  provided in the frame-of-ref- 
d assists the ATHEANA user in the searches for 

reference manual provides search aids which are 
generalized from the understanding of human behavior 
derived from behavioral science and the insights from 
operational event analyses, and illustrative examples from 
event analyses (e.g., ways in which operators failed plant or 
system iimdons, specific EFC e l m ) .  

HFES rrnd associated EFCS. The ATHEANA -f- 

m. UNDERSTANDING FROM BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCE AND OPERATIONAL EVENT 
ANALYSES 

Summaries of the understanding Erom behavioral sciencs 
and insights from analyses of operational events which are 
relevant to ATHEANA are provided below. 

A. Understanding from Behavioral Science 

Behavioral models can be used to help explain why 

accident response. In particular, the i d o d o n  processing 
model includes four major cognitive activities that match up 
with the activities typically performed during accident 
response: 

nucleat power plant operators may commit errors during 

Inrespondiogto anactuat accident, these activities are 
performed iteratively. Each of these cognitive activities (or 
idormation processing stages) are descr i i  briefly. 

Situation assessmeat is the process of constmcthg an 
explanation for operator observations. The result of this 
process is a "situation model" which represents the 

expectations for plant behavior as the accident progresses. 
The situation model is also based upon the operators' 
general understanding (e.g., training) of how the plant 
behaves (e.g., reactor physics, thend-hydraulics, system 
design). The operators constantly update their situation 
model based upon new information, obtained through 

state or behavior (which result from either the accident 
progression or operator actions). The operators' situation 
model guides their monitoring activities and their 

operators' understanding of the current plant state and their 

monitoring activities and resulting from changes in the plant 

developlent of response plans. 

In turn, monitoring activities are diteded by either 
procemueS (i.e., response plans) and tbe operators' 
situation model or alanns and other signals which get the 
operators attention. For the purposes of this project, 
detection refm only to the opeator's recopition that an 
accident or incident has occurred that requires operator 
response. 

Response planning is the process of deciding what 
actions to take. The operatom' situation model and 
avaitablepiocedures areused in this process butthe 
operators also must decide ifthe procedure steps are 
appropriate or adequate for an specific act- (which may 
require omission of prodwe steps or addition of 
unproceduralized actions). After a response plan is selected 

typically evaluate the effectiveness of theiu plan and actions 
and implemented (i.e., response i m p l m  'on), operators 

~ g h m o n i t o r i n g .  

Beccluss failures in situation assessment can cause or 
lead to failures in all of the other cognitive activities, the 
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initial focus of the ATHEANA frame-of-referenca manual 
is on faihues in situation assessmeat. Analyses of 
operational event@* cud simuleted events1' w b  the 
importance of situation osessment as the mot of many 
operator errors. 

The+primaryfaihuemodeduringsituationassessrnent 
activities is the faihue to wrrectly interpret the information 

recognize 'abnormal" conditions, 2) the discounting or 
rejecting of information because the indication is thought to 
be splrious, 3) the misintepetation of the indication to fit 
a wrong situation model, or 4) the development of a wrong 
explanation for the indication (i.e., wrong situation model). 
In some cases, h a s  when operators match plant 

similarcharactenstt * 'a, the behavior is not necessarily a 
faihue, except in the wrong wntext. In other casea, the 
behavior is appropriate and allows operators to respond 

provided. I n t e ~ o n f ~ c a u b e : 1 ) t h e f a i h K e t o  

symptoms with themost frequedly OcCuRing accident with 

more quickly. 

The ATHEANA fiameof-reference manual identifies 
the impOaant faihrre modes for each of these four wgnitive 
activities and some of the factors that Cancontri i to 
cognitive faihues. For example, failum in situation 
assessment may be caused by failure in meiuozy retrieval 
(e.g., only the most recent or most frequently occurring 
events can be recalled), bias toward the first diagnosis made 

of partial information (due to, for example, the wmpetmg 
demands of other operator tasks), or inwmplete or 
incorrect plant knowledge. 

(despite - evidence to the Wntraly), proc€S*sing 

B. Insights from Operational Event Analyses 

Analyses of five operational events were perfonned to 
provide examples of operator unsafe actions, associated 
error-forcing coatexts, and faihues in cognitive activities. 
The five events analyzed, three at-power events and two 
shutdown events, respectively, were: 

* Crystal River 3 (12/8/91) 
* Dresden2(8/2/90) 
* Ft.Calhoun(7/3/92) 
* PrairieIsland2(2/20/92) 
* Ownee 3 (3/8/91) 

The three at-pow& events were s e l d  for analysis 
due to their similarity to the small-break loss-ofcoolant 
accident chosen for the trial application of ATHEANA 
docutnented in NUREG/CR-6350. The shutdown events 
had been analyzed in previous project work and were 
known to contain many examples of factors which adversely 
effected operator performance. 

Analyses of thess events confirmed or complemented the 
uoderstading of behavior scieoce dkussed inthepViOUS 
sedion. For example, the only failure in detection was 
obsemed for a shutdown event (i.e., the Prairie Islsnd 2 
event) in which limited ' wasavailable. With 
respect to siftration assessment, the e v d  analym identified 
the following murels: 

1) operators developed wrong situation models of the plant 

2) wrong situationmodels can persist in the face of 
state and behavior, 

wntrary (but true) evidence, 

irrelevant infomation or the effects of (unknown) 
haNlwauefaikrrecl,arKl 

4) operator actions, or Jllteractons with the plant taken 
without the opmtors knowledge, can mask accident 
symptoms or cause them to be m i s i i .  

3) wrongsituationmodelscanbe&m@eaedby 

The situation as- failures identified in the event 
analyses also highlighted the impoaance of wntextual 
factors (e.g., instnameat or enUipnent faifures) which 
caused or complicated situation assessment fakes, m 
addition to the misinterpretatl 'on faihues discussed in the 
previous section. 

The Ersme-ofrefeerence macnlal piesents identified 
examplee of unsafe actions and associated EFC elements for 
each mguitive activity (with refereace to the relevaut 
event). In addition, the hme-of-ref- identifies some 
instances in which more traditional PSFs (e.g., excessive 
workload, poor l ight i i  appemed to negatively impact 
operator performance in the five events and a g e n e d i d  
list of factors which are typically overlooked or dismissed 
in PRAs but which # to be important in these five 
and previously analyzed events (e.g., i&mme&& 'on does 
fail, operators typically will believe valve position 
indicators despite contdictory evidence, management 

Limiting Condition for operation statements, or special 
configurations cau re.sult in defeated plant defenses and 
additional budems on operators). 

decisions reg- maintenaece -9- 

IV. TRANSFORMATION INTO THE PRA/HRA 
PERSPECTIVE 

The information derived directly fiom behavioral 
science and event analyses must be tnrnsfonned for the 
purposes of HRA and PRA. 

For example, the iteration between wgnitive activities 
must be simplified and priorities must be established in 
order to bound the analysis. In the current frame-of- 
reference manual, situation assessment faihms are 
wnsidered the highest priority (followed by failures in 



response plarming). Within the set of situation assessment 
faihm, important faiIures result from the development of 
aninitialy,wtongsituation~lwithrespedtoeittrer~ 
initial plant state or to expectations for accideat 
progression. Inbothcases, the initial, wrong situatioa 

response plarming, and additional situation ~88888- 

activities). h o b r  alternative, but colllpideted less 
important, is that the initial situationmodel is c o w  but 
fails to remain ulrrent duel to failure4 to correctly update 
the model whea the plant behavior chaages or operator 
iateract with the plant. 

model is not updated (through failures m moaitoriag, 

Developmeat of the mag, initial situation model or 
failun3toupdate is a t t r i i  to one or more of the 
following "reasons": 1) problems in iafodion 
transmission (e+, inst- failures),2)problemsin 

all of these cases, both contextual factors (e.&, plant 

be causes. In fact, all of operatiod events analyzed 
involved complicsLting coatextual factors, *lying that the 
behavior science perspective in which operators can fail 
solely due to inherent cognitive c- * 'Csisprt3bably 
too pessimistic a view for the prposee of HRA for auclear 
power plaats (which bave many indicatioas, pmcedum, 
and other aids for performing cogaitive activities). 

information &wp&at~ 'on, or 3) problems in monitoring. In 

conditions, hardware faihue9) and psychologicd factors caa 

V. SEARCH CUES FOR HUMAN FAILURE 

FORCING CONTEXTS 
EVENTS, UNSAFE ACTIONS, AND ERROR- 

The following discussion mmunarizes the key 
iaformaeioncurrently provided by the ATHEANA frame- 
of-refereace maaual to assist in the search for HFES, d e  
actions, and WCs. This idonnation is prelimiaaq and is 
expected to be expanded in fuaue w o k  In addition, the 
A T H E A N A h n p l ~  'on Guidelines (to be developed) 
will provide ATHEANAusers with further guidance on 
how to use the idoilnetion given in the frame-of-refemace 
maaual, as well as guidance on what suppkaeatal plant- 
specific is needed. 

A. Definitions of HFEs and Unsafe Actions 

The ATHEANA f r a m e - o f ~ f ~ d p r o v i d e s  
the ATHEANA user with a series of tables which coaaect 
typical, generic PRA success criteria and fundional failure 
modes (e.g, equipmeat fails to initiate) with examples of 
HFEr and associated unsafe actions. These tables are based 
solely oa geueric collcepts regardiag plant, system, aod 
component design, functions, aad f* modes. In other 
words, plaat systems, fuactions, and equipment bave a 
finitellumber of failure modes and operators caa fail these 
systems, functions, and equipmeat only in these same 

modes. coasequently, while ths eXau-Qlee givm in the 
frameof-referemce mamurl will have to be adapted for 
plaat-specific appkatious, no uodetstandiag of the 
behavioral science concepts is requirsd for this step. 

The cutrent version of the frame-of-ref- mernlnl 
ais0 provides examplee of human faihve and uasafe actions 
from analyzed e v d .  For example, the important unsafe 
actioa is the Crystal River 3 ev81lt was the sixminute 
bypass of tbe sngineered safety features actuation signals, 
which preveated the automah 'c start of the Jligh p s u r e  
injection (HPl) system. The associated HF'E which wouki 
be modeled in the PRA is "Hm inappropriate lyremoved 
from automhc * control". I a t u m , t b e ~ o d ~  
mode and PRA f u a c t d  8ucc88s criteria associated with 
this unsafe action am "HPI fails to initiate" and "HPI 
automatically actuates and contirmes to operate for the 
duratioa of the mission time". 

B. "Reasons" for Unsafe Actioas 

The ATHEANA frame-of-reference marnlnl provides 
"reasons" for uasafe actions which consist of a syathesis of 
psychological and plant factors, ultimately represented by 
specific error-forcing contexts. At the curreat stage of 
ATHEANA's development, s e v d  levels of 'reasons* are 
used to make the transition fiom unsafe action defhition to 
specific EFC elemeats. 

Figure 1 shows the different levels of 'reasons" b e i i  
developed for the ATHEANA frame-ofrefemnce maaual. 
These levels of "reasons" should be iavestigated &r 
ca&didate HFES and associated uasllfe actions are identified 
and should be applied to each candldatede action and 
each i a f o d o a  processing stage. (However, priorities 
established by ATHEANA with respect to information 

search. Preliminmy priorities  were^ discussed above.) 
processing stages should be used in order to focus this 

The Mereat levels are: 

* "des" of i a f d o n  processing 
* "rules"ofaction 
* iaformatiionrequired to implement "des" 
* plantco~~and/orcontigurationswfiatcanmaks 

"des" appear to be satisfied 
* PSFs 

The "des" of information processing come from the 
uaderstaading of behaviod science which were discussed 
earlier. These "des" descn'be how operators are expected 
to behave in resp~lse to an accident (e+, match the 
accident symptoms to similar accidents faced in training or 
previous events.) 



'Ib "dea" of action are both formal (e.g., ptocsdures) 
and i n f d  (e.g., ttaining or experience) which guide 
operators indeciding what actions to take. The ATHEANA 
user will be directed (by the Implenmtat~ 'on G u i d e b )  to 
review procedrvee (e.g., emergency operating procedures 
(EOPs)) to identify what guidamx is available to operators 
for performing the actions associated with the d e  
actions. For example, if the &e action is "Inappropriate 
termination of HPI", then the ATHEANA user shoukl 
search the EOPs for HPI teimination criteria. Also, since 
the principles of behavior science and operational 
experience indicate that formal "des" can be ovenidden, 
the ATHEANA user will have to search for informal 
"des" whichmi@ lead operators into thinkinp that 
t 0 m u & o n o f H P I i s ~  * (when, in fact, it is not). 
lnformal "des" come from ttaining, experience, and 
operating practices. For example, it is amsidered good 

there is no pump h b  oil pressure or cooling, or if the 
pump are cylcing, deheaded, or experiencing runout. So, 
if the operators bekV8 (due to a faulty indication, for 
example) that the HPI pimps are in danger of b e i i  
damaged, they might stop them even though their function 
is required. "Rules" perceived to be reievant to a specific 
accident by operatoza also may be in conflict. For example, 
if operators act upon a " d e "  h m  fraining that going solid 
in the presrmrizer (for pressurized water reactors) should be 
avoided, they may place priority on this "xule" and stop 
HPI pumps. Examples of this k i d  of conflict have been 
kieatified in eve& d y s e a  performed for this project and 

. .  

pradiceto~Opetetingpunpsfrombeingdamagedif 

in the e v e  identified in the AEOD rep0lt.g 

Once the relevant "des" have been identified, the 
i n f o ~ o n  feql iml to implement these "des" must be 

faulty (e.g.9 - 'on failures, certain plallt 
Identrfied. Then, the ways in which this information can be 

conditions or configurations) or mispoxtrayed (i.e., 
ergonomice problems such as brdren interfaces or faulty 
designs) are investigated. These plant or herdware-oriented 
pioblem~ overlay or rmpplement situation assessment 

HFE/Unsafeactiondefmition. Inperticular,potentially 

inst- * designs are identilied. F d y ,  the impact 
of additional PSFs is considered. 

. .  

faihuesininformationinterpretationalreadyinchdedinthe 

confusing plant cooditions (based upon plant physics) or 

The cutrene version of frame-of-refereme manual 
provides preliminatll tables of examples for each of these 
levels of "reasons " . 
VI. FUTUREWORK 

currently, the b-of-reference manual' provides a first 
approximation to the search aids needed for applying 
ATHEANA. Plans for fuhue work on ATHEANA 

includes development of the Implementaton Guidelines, 
expansion of the frame-of-refereme manual (especially 
search cues), expansion of the supporting database of event 
analyses (i.e., HSECS), and fiuther demonstraton of how 
to apply ATHEANA. 
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